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Figure 2.
Cool, magneti, hemially peuliar stars whih exhibit low-amplitude (�B � 16mmag) photometri variations with the typial periods of 6 to 16 minutes form the groupof rapidly osillating Ap (roAp) stars. Detailed desription of the observed properties ofroAp stars is given in a review by Martinez and Kurtz (1995).SrCrEu star  Equ (HD 201601) is one of the best-studied among roAp stars. Theanalysis of its photometri osillations revealed the existene of at least four high-overtonepulsational modes (Martinez et al. 1996). Pratially zero rotational veloity of this star(Ryabhikova et al. 1997) makes it the best andidate for the measurements of radialveloity (RV) variations due to pulsations. The �rst RV monitoring was made by Libbreht(1988) who found a peak-to-peak amplitude of 42 m/s. Reently, Kanaan and Hatzes(1998) performed new observations of  Equ with the iodine absorption ell and foundpeak-to-peak amplitudes of RV variations ranging from less than 100 m/s to about 1000m/s. Kanaan and Hatzes showed that the weaker hromium and titanium lines have thelargest amplitudes in omparison with the stronger lines of the same elements as well aswith the iron lines.We performed new observations of  Equ in the red spetral region looking for highamplitude radial veloity variations with the lassial tehnique of RV measurements.All observations have been performed with the Photometris CCD amera installed inthe oud�e spetrograph of the 2.6{meter Shajn reetor of the Crimean Astrophysial Ob-servatory during 14 nights in August{Otober of 1998. The exposure time was 90 seonds.This value is a reasonable ompromise that allows to obtain suÆient signal-to-noise ratio,and is still short enough to minimize phase smearing for the 12 minutes pulsation period(Martinez et al. 1996). The interval between the two onseutive exposures (inludingreadout and data aquisition time) was equal to 128{130 seonds. Typial signal-to-noiseratios per pixel are in the range 60{120 (depending on the weather onditions and see-ing). Spetral resolution is about 35000 for the observations in the seond order of grating(regions �� 6690, 6340, 6140 �A). For the region entered at � 6530 �A (the �rst order ofthe grating) it is equal to 18000. A alibration spetrum (ThAr lamp) was obtained foreah stellar spetrum. Typial set of observations onsists of 20 to 90 exposures. Theestimated error of the RV measurements for a single line is within 160{240 m/s.Data redution was done with the SPE pakage written by S.G. Sergeev. Continuum�tting was made with the help of syntheti spetrum alulated for eah spetral region
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with SYNTH ode (Piskunov 1992) using abundanes from Ryabhikova et al. (1997).During our preliminary analysis we try to identify the lines with the largest RV ampli-tudes. The Vienna Atomi Line Database (VALD, Piskunov et al. 1995) was extensivelyused for line identi�ation. A few rather strong features at �� 6145, 6160, 6327, 6690�A, whih show the largest RV variations, were identi�ed with the lines of Nd III and PrIII. Data for the identi�ation of the seond ions of rare-earth elements were taken fromMathys and Cowley (1992), and from Cowley and Bord (1998). Fig. 1 shows the urveof the RV variations (upper panel) and its amplitude spetrum (lower panel) for Nd III �6145.07 �A, and for Pr III � 6160.24 �A lines for one night { August 27, 1998 (94 spetra).The osillations learly seen in the RV urve, also appear in the Fourier power spetrum.The amplitude spetrum has a strong peak at a frequeny of 1.35 � 0.05 mHz, whihorresponds to the pulsation period of 12.35 minutes. The RV data were analysed us-ing the period-�nding pakage ISDA by Pelt (1992) and the program PERDET (Breger,1990). Combining RV measurements obtained in di�erent nights (the data were reti�edby subtrating a mean value for eah night) we get the resulting periodogram in the fre-queny range of interest 1180 � � � 1530 �Hz whih is shown in Fig. 2 together withthe spetrum of the window funtion of observations. The largest amplitude is found atthe frequeny of 1352.6 �Hz. The pulsation frequenies deteted in the photometri data(Martinez et al. 1996) are indiated by dotted lines.The analysis of the RV variations indiates a presene of the amplitude modulation,whih may be aused by beating among several frequenies. Kanaan and Hatzes (1998)obtained the highest RV variations in �� 5828{5852 �A spetral region. This region on-tains Nd III � 5845.07 line. Perhaps this line rather than Cr I � 5844.30 is responsiblefor high RV amplitude.The preliminary analysis of the radial veloity data for  Equ shows that:� the highest amplitudes of RV pulsations are assoiated with the lines of Pr III andNd III.� the spetral lines of other speies in the observed spetral regions do not show regularRV variations.� Two out of four photometri frequenies (Martinez et al. 1996) appear in the RVperiodograms.
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